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LPB® 2-20 SYSTEM 
for Carrier Current Broadcasting 

Burden Associates 
20944Sherman Way, Suite216 

Canoga Park, Calif. 91303 
~213l3~ 

• Variable Output Power • A ll Solid State • Ultra Stable Digita l Oscillator Circuitry • Elliptic Function Output 

Filter • RF Output and Modulation Metering • Audio Performance Exceeds Licensed Broadcast Requirements 

The LPB 2-20 Carrier Current System is the result of 
over 10 years of research on devices and circuits for carrier 
curren t requirements from the company with 18 years of 
nationally known carrier current experience and over 
14,000 units in the field. It utilizes the latest technology, 
result ing in a transmitter whose specifications exceed most 
of those required of commercial AM broadcasters operating 
under Part 73 of the F.C.C. Rules. 

Designed expressly for carrier current insta llations, the 
2-20 System is comprised of a TX2-20 AM Transmitter 
and a T -8 Power Line Interface which includes an SWR 
meter, dummy load, capacitance decade and power system 
coupling components for an optimum match to a building 
power system. 

TRANSMITTER 
The TX2-20 Transmitter is completely solid state 

using a balanced emitter output transistor pair which 
will withstand power line mismatch and output short 
circuit conditions. A high stability crystal oscillator op
erates at six times the output frequency and utilizes di
gital coun tdown circuitry . An elliptic function output 
filter provides the highest degree of RF harmonic 
suppression. 

A switch selectable in ternal meter reads percentage 
modulation and relative RF power output. 

All controls (power switch, audio gain and output 
power adjust) are located inside the transmitter's lockable 
and tamper-proof wall mount case. 

The TX2-20 Transmitter as used in the 2-20 System for 
carrier curren t broadcasting can provide reception of 
broadcast quality . 

POWER LINE INTERFACE 
The T -8 Power Line Interface required as part of the 

2-20 System is designed to provide optimum coup ling into 
single or 3-phase power systems. By combining the func
tions of power line inductance correction, power line 
isolation, dummy load and VSWR metering, the 2-20 
System requires no further test equipment for installation, 
monitoring or maintenance. 

A dual sensitivity SWR bridge, output impedance 
selector and power line inductance cancellation capaci tance 
decade assure an optimum match. The toroidal ferrite core 
transformer provides an extremely effective means of 
isolating (over 70d8) the transmitter from the 60 Hz AC 
power system, thus preventing 60Hz transmitter hum and 
component damage asa result of power line energy transfer 
back into the transmitter ci rcuitry. 
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T-8 POWER LINE INTERFACE 

T l A POWER SPLITTER 

The LPB Model T-8 Power Line Interface, which is a part of the 2-20 Carrier Current 
System, is available separately when required for use with LPB TlA Power Splitters. The 
Model T-8 may also be utilized for power line coupling and test purposes with previous types 
of LPB Carrier Current transmitters and Linear Amplifiers. 

The LPB TlA Power Splitter accepts an RF signal output from a carrier current trans
mitter and divides the output power into equal portions. This may be required to drive two 
or more power distribution systems in adjacent locations. 

Standard models of the T1A are available to divide the input power into 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 
equal portions. These individual outputs are then each coupled into the power system with 
a T -8 Power Line Interface. 

LA2-20 LINEAR RF AMPLIF IER 

The LPB Model LA2-20 Linear RF Amplifier is used as a 20 watt signal repeater to boost 
the RF output signal from a carrier current distribution system into the power system of a 
very large building or complex of buildings. Useful when a 2-20 System is split into four or 
more power system coupling points or when expansion is required, any number of linear RF 
amplifiers can be connected to the transmitter output. 

Installation of the LA2-20 Linear RF Amplifier is extremely simple. The coaxial cable 
from the carrier current transmitter is routed to each linear RF amplifier in the system and 
then, at last, to a dummy load to insure proper coupling of the entire string. A model T-8 
power line interface unit must be used with each linear RF amplifier to couple the signal 
into the building power wiring system. 

With a transmitter/linear RF Amplifier System, the interconnecting-coaxial cable routing 
is "series string" from unit to unit. In certain installations, because of cable routing restric
tions, this may be of advantage over the use of a single transmitter with divided output. Each 
Model LA2-20 Linear Amplifier system includes a Model T-8 Power Line Interface. 

• .001% CARRIER FREQUENCY STABILITY OPTION • NEMS CLARKE BROADCAST FIE LD STRENGTH METER 

• 230 VOLT OPERATION OPTION • LPB MODEL S-lA AUD IO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER 

• RF PATCH CORD ASSEMBLY • LPB MODEL S-2 AM COMPRESSOR/LIMITER 
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R. F. Power Output 
Type of Emission 

Frequency Range 

R. F. Output Impedance 

Carrier Frequency Stability 

R, F. Harmonic Suppression 

Carrier Shift 
(0-100% modulation) 
Noise Level 

Audio Input Level 
(for 100% modulation) 
Audio Input Impedance 

Power Input 

Input Impedance 

Output Impedance 

Frequency Range 
Power Line 
Inductance Correction 

Output Transformer 

Input Impedance 
Output Impedance 

Power Input 

Frequency Range 
Outputs 

TX2·20 T RANSMITTER 

Adjustable, 2-20 watts Audio Frequency Response 
(A3) Amplitude modulation Audio Frequency Distortion 

530 kHz to 1610 kHz 

50 ohms. unba lanced 

±0.003%, Oto 100°F Metering 
Better than 40 dB 
below carrier Connectors 

Less than 2% 
At least 55 dB below 100% Line Cord 

modulation 
Power 

- 15 dBm to +15 dBm Size 
600 ohm, transformer 
balanced Weight 

T-8 POWER LINE INTERFACE 

25 watts RMS, continuous Input Connection 
(operate mode) Output Connections 
50 ohms, unbalanced Output Coupling Capacitors 
Switch selectable: 
1 , 2, 5, 1 0 or 50 ohms 
530 kHz to 1610 kHz Metering 

Dummy Load 
100 pf to 11,000 pf (match position) 

capacitor decade Size 
Toroidal wrth special 
ferrite core Weight 

T1A POWER SPLITTER 

50 ohms. balanced 
50 ohms, unbalanced (other 
available on special order) 
Up to 50 watts R.MS, 
continuous 
530 kHz to 1610 kHz 
2, 3. 4, 5 or 6 

Insertion Loss 

Input/Output Connections 

Dimensions 

Weight 

20 Hz to l 5 kHz ±1 ,5 dB 
Less than 1 .5% at 85% 
modulation 
Less than 3% at 99% 
modulation 
% modulation and relative 
RF power output 
RF output · SO-239 
coaxial connector 
Audio Input: Screw Terminals 
3 conductor, moulded plug 
with ground, 6 feet long 
117 VAC 50/60Hz, 120watts 
Width 11.75", Height 12", 
Depth 6.5" 
19 lbs, 

SO-239 Coaxial connector 
Screw terminal barrier striµ 
0.1 mfd , 600 working volts, 
mylar. (500 V.A.C. max. 
line to line) 
SWR bridge 

50 ohms 
Width 6.5", Height 10.5", 
Depth 2.75" 
2.5 lbs. 

.3 dB per output 

Standard SO-239 
coaxial connectors 

Width 6.25'', Height 7 .25' ' . 
Depth 2" 

Apµroximately 14 oz. 

(specify when ordering) Special division ratios and impedance levels avai lable co order. 

LA2-20 LINEAR AMPLI FIER 

R. F. Power Output Adjustable 0-20 watts Connectors 3 type SO-239 

Frequency Range 530 kHz to 1610 kHL coaxial connectors 

DiS1ortion lntermod 30 dB down or 
Power Requirements 117 VAC, 50/60 HL, 

100 watts maximum 
better at 20 watts output 

Dimensions Width 11.75", Height 12", 
R. F. Input Impedance 10,000 ohms resistive Depth 6.5" 

Input Level 5 volts carrier minimum Weight 18 lbs. 

LPB LPB Inc. 

520 Lincoln Highway, Frazer, Pa. 19355 (215) 644-1123 
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limited Area AM 8ro11tlc11stl11g 

Limited area (or carrier current) broadcasting is an old and forgotten tech
nique which predates the method of broadcasting you now hear every day. T he 
basic difference between the two is the method which the signal is brought to 
the listener . In carrier current, the transmitter output is coupled directly into 
the AC power distribution system of a building or grouo of buildings; convention
al broadcasting puts the transmitter output into an antenna to cover a wide area. 
It is obvious then that carrier current serves a limited geographic area contain
ing a special interest ·audience, while conventional broadcasting covers th e larg 
est possible area. 

Since the signal is fed directly into the AC lines, they become transmission 
lines carrying the radio signal and the electric power as well. T he result is an 
"antenna" network which radiates an RF signal into a relatively small area through
out and around the building (s). A radio in the building w i ll receive the signal 
through the power cord and through the built - in antenna , and a battery operate d 
radio will receive the signal via it's built-in antenna when the radio is in prox
imity to the building. Other sources of "antenna'' are also available for car r i e r 
current broadcasting, such as exit sign wiring throughout the building and string 
ing your own antenna throughout the inside of the building . However, these tech 
niques aren ' t as effective because they don't "blanket" the building w i th a networ k 
of wiring as does the power system, hence signal strength and quality may var y. 

Limited area broadcasting is subject to Part 15 of the Ru les and Regulations 
of the Federal Communications Commission. There are two cardi nal rules which 
must be met: 

l. You cannot interfere with a licensed operation . 
2. Signal strength must be controlled. 

Neither rule presents any hardship if the system is properly designed. It is 
easy to avoid another broadcaster's frequency by checking before selecting a fre
quency , and signal strength, which is measured by checking the amount of radia 
tion from your building , and can be readily controlled. The distance your signal 
may be heard under F . C . C. Rules is approximately 250 feet, depending uoon the 
frequency used. 

Limited area broadcasting provides the listener reception quality the equal 
of conventional AM radio broadcasting, yet without any licensing r equirement 
and at unparalleled initial and operating economy. 

Want to delve further? We will be pleased to send you our brochure 
LIMITED AREA BROADCASTING. 

LPB 
LPB Inc. 

520 Lincoln Highway 
Frazer. Pa. 19355 

(215) 644-1123 
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lloo1evelt Unlven.lty 
Rutgers Un I var, tty 
Rutgef'S Unlvertlty •t Ne,. lrunswlck 
Rutgen Unlversl ty at Newer\ 
St, Arlbrose Coll ege 
St, Ansel1111 , Coll ege 
St. 8ern1rd College. 
St . loneventure U"lvcrtl ty 
St , F'rar,cl1, College In "•lne 
St, Frtl'l,c:1J College In Penn•. 
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St. John's University 
St. Jo1eph'1 Uni..,, In Phi l•de lphla 
St. Jo,eph1 1, Univ. In Ct lUl"let 
St. .. ouch't Univ, tn 11.enn,elaer 
St. la-...renc:e Unlver1fty 
St. Louli Unf..,eril ty 
St. Luk.e, Unlvenl tr 
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St. H.try•~ Colle.gr In ttllforni1 
S t , "1,ry•,. Cot logt' In Nit'IM:SOU 
S:. l'llc:h.uol's tollege-
St. Norbert Col le9e 
St, Olaf College. 
St. lh,o,n.as Aquinas Col loge 
St. Vincent Col leg,c 
S..16'1' Col legr 
Stl I 1bvry State College 
S,in. Olego St•te College 
School of the Ourll.s 
School of vl,ual Aro 
Univertl ty of Ser.an ton 
Suttle Pec:i fie tol lege 
Sh•w Unlve,,-sl ty 
Shill'ler College 
Shippen,bur9 Sute Co1 lege 
Simpson Bible Col legc 
Sl..l~re Co1 lege 
SI ippery Rock Stalt'. Coll ege 
Unlvenlty or the South 
University of' South C•l'olin• 
South Ot kotl Sttte Unlvetil ty 
Southert1 COl"lnecticut Sut e tol. 
Southtrn 111 lnol s Llnlvertl tY 
Southern t\cthodlst Unl\l'ut.rty 
Univ. of So1.1thern tHu,ulppl 
Southern Technlul lnultute 
Southwood Cot lege 
Spring Carden Unive rsity 
Sprlngfl e ld Col lc19e 
Sprlng(leld Technica l CO"'ffl. Col. 
Stuen 1,,.land Ca,T'f'I\Unlty Col l ege 
Sterlrng College 
Steven, I nu r tute or Technology 
Stonehl 11 College 
Su,Queh•nn• Universl ty 
SwarthflC>re Co 11 egc 
S',UC:\o!H Univer-slty 
hylor Unl..,ertl ty 
Te""'C)le Unlvertlty 
T...-.ple Unlvenlty. Atilbler ( lff'PIJS 

Tenneuee St•t• Unlverti ty 
Tcinn.euee Te.c:.hnologlc,1 UnJvettl ty 
Te,i;H Technologlc:11 Universi ty 
Univ. of Texas at £1 Puo 
Thiel Coll ege 
Unl..,e.l'si tY of Toledo 
Towton State College 
Trantyl-.i•nl• Unlverslty 
Tri State College. 
Trinity College 
Tufts Unlversl ty 
Tutcu 1"" Co 11 ege 
Union College tn Hew Jersey 
Union College. In ~ew York. 
U.S. Air fore• Acad8fl\Y 
U. S, NI 11 t•ry Aetdef'\V It Vut Point 
Unity Coll ege 
Upper low• College 
Opula College 
Utl c:.il Coll ege 
V•nderbl It Coll ega 
Vour College 
Venn•rd Col I 1!9e 
Ve ""Ont Tec:hnlc.,1 Col l•ge
Unlvertl ty of Vtrt"Ont 
V111nov• University 
Ylrgtnl• C(JtlrlOnwetlth Universi t y 
Unlve rslty of Virgini a 
Vlrglnl• Wuley•n Col lege 
W•ll1 W•lla Colle~ 
iJuhlrigton , Jeffet1on College. 
'Wohlngton Unlversl ty In St. Louis 
.,uhten•w CO"W"unl tv Colle ge 
W•yne Sl.ie Unlver,i ty 
"'•vnesburg College 
Jetley College 
'Jesleytn Unlvenltv 
We,t Che\ler Sttte College 
JHt@rn Carol In• University 
'Je,tern Conl\ectlcut Sute College 
J e uern Nlchigan Unlvet1lty 
'WHtern State College 
weufleld Stt te College 
'JHt"'Ont College 
lillchl u Stete Unlvertl t)' 
Widener Cot lege 
Wl Iii.,.., Patterson College 
w-1111 .... , College 
'Ji l111lngton College In Del.ware 
IJl l,o" College 
W'lndh.,,_ College 
tJlnthtop College 
IJlsc.onsln State Univ. at hi., Cla i re. 
lllscontln State Univ. at 01h,o,h 
Unl'versl tv or WltcoMln 
Vale Unlversrty 
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L P B TECH NOTE * 2 

EFFICIENT AND RELIABLE CARRIER 

CURRENT TRANSMITTER OPERATION 

This note attempts to be extremely practical and applied, using the example of a 20-watt 
carrier current broadcast transmitter for specifics and numbers. The problem and the manner of 
solution also applies to all other carrier curr ent transmitters . 

TROUBLE SHOOTING PROCEDURES 

The entire broadcasting system is a chain of many links, all operating in series. The old 
proverb about a chain being only as strong as its weakest link certainly applies. When a problem 
in system operation arises, you must examine the several links of the chain to isolate that one 
which is at fault . When in doubt , it is important to check each link, to convince yourself that 
it is or isn't the problem. This is a matter of phi l osophy of logical troubleshooting procedures, 
but it is of utmost importance . 

Regarding your transmitter, you must have the facilities to make basic verification of the 
final inspection report statements of the transmitter operating parameters, whenever any question 
arises. That is , you must have the capability to make at least a gross determination of the per
formance of the equipment. To do this should be a period~c pr ocedur e , to maintain quality and 
continuity of broadcasting. Perhaps most important is the basic procedure of operating the trans
mitter into a resistive dummy load, to check RF output and verify tuning procedures . This re
quires that you have a dummy load . For instance, if you can 't get the transmitter plate current 
up to a value near that shown on the final inspection report while operating into the AC power 
distribution system load, the first logical step is to check the transmitter operation against 
the checkout parameters, using a dummy load . 

Next, the transmitter plus coax system, any power splitters and the impedance matching and 
coupling units may be checked as a sub-system, by moving the coupling unit impedance matching tap 
to the SO ohm posiLion and operating the transmitter while driving the RF power output through the 
cable, splitters and coupler into the dwwny load connected between any one LINE connection and the 
NEUTRAL connection , in place of the AC power system load. This is also an excellent periodic 
performance checkout procedure. While doing so, try shaking all coaxial cable connections to de
termine if they're electrically solid. 

The modulation perfonnance of the transmitter alone, and then of the transmitter/cable/ 
splitter/coupler sub-system, may be checked by applying the program material to the transmitter 
audio input and monitoring the radiation from the dummy load W'ith a nearby receiver. 

Trouble-shooting by substitution is another essential procedure . If you have any question 
about the performance of a component of the system (transmitter , cable , power splitter, coupler, 
etc.) , replace it with another , which is operating satisfactorily in another location. This is 
another reason why spare equipment is so important. Every commercial station has a spare backup 
transmitter; why should you be an exception? 

II RF OUTPUT COUPLING CONSIDERATIONS 

In applying a carrier current transmitter, the first and primary concern is logically that 
of efficiently transferring the RF output of the transmitter into the AC powe r distribution sys
tem. To do so with good efficiency is also to place the transmitter under operating conditions 
which lead to maximum transmitter reliability. 

In the following, we presume that you have a transmitter and that the first concern is con
vincing yourself that it is operating as it should under ideal conditions, from which point we 
then apply it to the far-from-ideal load of the AC power distribution system. 

LPB~ 
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A. Checking RF Output of the TransmiLter 

D1.sconneet any audio input from your transmitter, plug in the AC power cord and connecL 
a 52 o)un dummy load to the RF output connector . Note chat conventional resistors are not resis
tive at broadcast frequencies , hence, are nor acceptable for this application . Typical commer
cial d\.111\my loads are the fleathk.it IIN-31 "Cantenna'' or the Ohmite D-101- 52. The LPB T-4 Dummy 
Load/ Decade Box is a specially designed test device , incorporating a dummy load and a capac1.tor 
decade box for optimum convenience in testing and installing transmitters. 

With the dummy load connected , turn the transmitter on and allow a two or three minute 
warmup period , then tune for a plate current dip on the panel meter . (See the following section 
regarding plate current dip , if you have questions about it.} Confirm that this value is similar 
to that shown on the final inspection sheet supplied with your transmitter. 

Later models of LPB transmitters have a plate current meter which is clearly marked with 
an "Operating Range", which is intended to flag the user to notice improper tuning. 

Now connect the transmitter to the AC power line load through the matching and coupling 
un1.c. If an LPB T-4 Dummy Load/Decade Box has been inserted in series between the transmitter 
and the coupling unit (taking care to use a cable not in excess of 4 feet of length between the 
T-4 and the matching and coupling unit) , it is only necessary to move the central l ever switch 
to the mid-position , which connects the transmitter output directly through the test set to the 
coupling unit . The step now is to choose the one of five available impedance matching taps with
in the impedance matching and coupling unit , which give a plate current dip, reasonably mid-range 
on the tuning of the transmitter . It is the position of the resonance dip which is important ac 
the moment, and not the amount of the dip. Once having positioned the dip reasonably within the 
tuning range (range of available adjustment, not range of scale on the meter), however, the ques
tion then becomes one of amount of dip . If the plate current dip is now below the minimum indi 
cated by the operating range , this tells you that the power delivered from the transmitter to the 
AC power system is well below transmitter specification. 

Very low dip plate current dips, when connected to the power system, through the match
ing and coupling unit, as opposed to high plate current dips when operating into a dummy load, 
result because of the particular AC power s ystem looking like a resistor in series with an in
ductor . Specifically, we find typieal building power systems (as measured with a General Radio 
916AL Impedance Bridge, looking into the transmitt er input of the impedance matching and coupling 
unit) can look as bad as 50 + j500 ohms! The only way to efficiently transfer power from the 
transmitter to the AC power system is to eliminate that +j500 inductive componenL. The way to do 
this is to cancel i t with an equal reactance capacitor . Given the advantage of an Rf impedance 
bridge to measure the component , one can pick a similar - j (capacitor) and put it in the coupling 
unit in series with the transmitter input . A more practical approach, which achieves the same 
result, is simply to put a mica capacitor decade box in series with the transmitter output (with 
the T-4 , s witched to the third position) and juggle the capacitor until a plate current dip simi
lar in nature to that when feeding the output of the transmitter into a dummy load is achieved. 

When you do this you will get the best of three worlds ! As compared to an improper 
match, cancelling the power line induetive property will: 

1 . Increase signal strength in the building. 

2 . Decrease signal strength outside the building 

J . Increase transmitter r eliability. 

With the advantage of a few numbers from an LPB 20-watt transmitter , let us examine for 
a moment what can happen while operating into a mismatched output load: 

page 2 

A transmitter- to-load mismatch bad enough to result l:t less than 75 MA plate currellt 
means a high VSWR (Voltage Standing Wave Ratio} seen by d ie transmitter output . This 
VSWR is reflected back to the 7984 RF power amplifier tube p l ate cireuit, multiplied by 
about 6.4 (as a result of the impedance matching properties of the pi network) . 
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'l'he properly matched transmitter puts about 34 volts RMS carrier into a 52 ohm load. 
A 5:1 VSWR is modest, thus 34 x 5 x 6 . 4 = 1090 volts RMS. Put this on top of the 330 
volt DC plate voltage , plus the audio modulation peaks, remembe:ting to multiply first by 
1.4, to convert to peak AC volts , and it is no wonder that the 7984 gives up ! 

In the process of doing so , the high circulating currents that accompany a high vsw~ 
cause excessive heating of the pi netwo rk output coil , thus discoloring the plexiglass 
upon which the coil is mounted, sometimes melting it completely. Better e xamine the coil 
in your transmitter : 

If the 7984 tube internally shorts, excessive plate current w1ll destroy the series 
10 mhy RF choke and possibly the expensive mouulation transformer. Jf the 7984 tube opens , 
an even more interesting phenomenon takes place. Suddenly unloading the secondary of the 
modulation transformer means that the s wings of audio voltage there will increase greatly, 
probably enough to puncture the insulation and ruin the modulation transformer . Since the 
modulation transformer is the most expensive single component of the transmitter, the pros
pective repair bill and the off-the-air time shoul d prove most unattractive. (Our new 
custom-made modulation tra11sformers utilize mylar int erwinding insulation to avert this 
type of catastrophic failure.) 

It is to avoid all of this that you have chosen the proper value of mica capacitor (usually 
between the range of 700 pf and 7000 pfl. to put in series with the output of the transmitter. 
This game should be played at the point of every matching and coupling unit , irrespective of your 
use of power splitters. If you do use power splitters , take the transmitter to each matching and 
coupling unit to determine the proper value of mica series capac, t or and apply it there, tempor
arily overlooking the fact that you ' re overpowering the building. 

8 . Choosing the Capacitor 

Once the proper value of capacitor has been determined, the selection of the style of 
the capacitor is the nex t hurdle . Substantial RF current flows through this capacitor, hence 
many standard m1.ca capacitors will prove unstable. Ceramic capacitors are even worse. The clue 
is , does the capacitor heat after a few minutes of operation? It is simply necessary to find a 
style of capacitor which does not internally heat , for heat will cause a shift of capacity and 
hence of the plate current . We can give little guide for what style will not heat , e~cept to say 
that the physically larger appears to be the better . Large "transmitting mica" capacitors are 
optimum for this application but these will never be found on the shelves of electronic parts dis
tributors , though they are often found in abundance among the parts collection of amateur radio 
e xperimenter s. We find that the typically reddish brown dipped mica capacitors are generally 
quite adequate if they are rated at least 1000 volts (which will be clearly stamped on the case , 
if it is so) , because it would appear that the internal construction of these high voltage units 
is a bit different, probably containing lower resistivity internal connections . 

If plate current dip at resonance while operating into a dummy l oad does not approach 
that shown on the inspection report or is not within the "operating range" indicated on the plate 
current meter , you should know that there are two possible defects within the transmitter that 
could cause this. The most likely is a weak 7984 RF power amplifier tube . Spares of this tube 
should certainly be in your stocks , so try replacing it and see if that increases the plate cur
rent at resonance . The other r eason for low plate current could be inadequate RF drive from the 
buffer amplifier. Check to see that the neon lamp in the buffer output circuit is glowing and 
that the circuit is ~uned to resonance . lf , for instance, the 6AL11 oscillator/buffer tube or 
the crystal are defective , you would of course have inadequate RF drive. 

C. Plate Current Dip Defined 

As you tune your 20-watt transmitter for resonance (plate current dip) , you will observe 
the current drop abruptly from the 150-160 AM detuned value to a dip value that may not be much 
less . 

The c urve below will assist you in understanding and interpreting the plate current dip. 
Note that when the transmitter is properly loaded, the dip at resonance is both broader and less 
pronounced . 
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If, upon tuning your transmitter, you find the plate current dip to a low value, but 
realize that this is unacceptable in operation, you may move the setting of the transmitter dial 
to bring the plate current up. You have just made a complete error and shown you have no under
standing of plate current dip, for this is totally incorrect. One must tune the transmitter for 
the dip regardless of what it is. The next problem if the dip is too low, is that of increasing 
it, and we have discussed this at length in prior paragraphs. 

III TRANSMITTER OUTPUT CABLES 

The number of transmitter failures which we have directly traced to an open circuit in the 
RF output cable is amazing. If you can't put coaxial connectors on the coaxial cable properly, 
there's nothing we can do to make the equipment work right. 

Pomona Electronics, H. H. Smith and others make "RF patch cords" in lengths up to 5 feet of 
RG-58/U 52 ohm coaxial cable with UHF male style PL- 259 connectors on both ends. These are par
ticularly useful in connecting the transmitter, the T-4, the power splitter, the coupling unit, 
etc . You may find the several- dollar price of these seems prohibitively high, but compared to a 
repair bill for your transmitter, it is quite cheap . For the convenience of our customers, LPB 
stocks these cables . 

IV CONNECTION TO THE AC SYSTEM 

We recommend that the matching and coupling unit be connected to the AC system via quick 
disconnect plug. If your is a single phase 220 volt system you may use a conventional clothes 
dryer plug and cord set which is very readily available. If your building utilizes a three phase 
system, you may use a three phase four- wire disconnect plug and socket, many models of which are 
readily available. Having your matching and coupling unit completely disconnectable from the AC 
system is both a safety feature and a convenience, for it is now possible for you to move it at 
any time you want without calling the electrician. Ask for LPB Tech Note i4 for a further dis
cussion of connection to the power system. 

We urge that your electrician provide you the connection point and whatever disconnect 
switch, circuit breaker or fuse he wishes. We regret to report having seen too many student in
stallations which consisted of punching a knockout inside the power panel and running ordinary 
plastic insulated wires through these holes without providing any protection for the sharp edges 
of metal which always result. Having come to grief on a couple of these in the past, we refuse 
to work on any that we see and we rather roundly condemn them as basically unsafe. If you're 
going to do the job, take the additional time to make it safe. 
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LP B TECH NOTE tt4 

CONNECTING A CARRIER CURRENT TRANSMITTER 

to the BUILDING ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

"Carrier current" means the use of the low voltage AC wiring system within a building as 
an antenna for a broadcast transmitter. These power wires aren ' t everything we'd like in an an
tenna , but they are conveniently already there, and they penetrate the building so thoroughly 
that any receiver can't avoid being within a few feet of the power wires. This "antenna" comes 
so close to the receivers that only a very small amount of broadcast energy is necessary for a 
strong signal. 

Coupling the signal output from our small broadcast transmitter into the low voltage AC wir
ing requires an interface device to protect the transmitter and the AC wiring from each other, 
while at the same time allowing efficient transfer of energy from the transmitter into the AC 
wires. We call this a Matching & Coupling Unit . It draws no 60 Hz power from the electrical sys
tem, and the radio frequency energy through the device into the electrical system is only a few 
watts. In the interest of safety, ease of maintenance, and compliance with local electrical 
codes, certain minimum standards should be applied to the installation of this Matching & Coup
ling Unit . The small carrier current transmitter also requires a source of 117-volt , 60 Hz single 
phase power for its operation , and these outlets must also conform to conventional safety standards . 

There is considerable variation in local electrical construction codes throughout the country , 
but most codes are either based on, or do not conflict with , the standards recommended by NFPA 
#70- 1971 , The National Electrical Code published by the National Fire Protection Association. 
This publication is also an approved American National Standard, ANSI CI-1971 . The electrical 
installations described here are based on this, and should comply with, all local codes. However, 
these local codes should be investigated to ensure that your installation complies. It is impor
tant that an installation is clean, safe, and convenient for servicing and maintenance. 

The following drawings show how the connection should be made in the case of 3-phase and 
single-phase building wiring systems . 
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Transmitter 
Power Cord 
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lcj, grounded outlet 

wh 
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□ 
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mechanical 
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Single phase duplex outlet installation for transmitter power, 120V grounded 

Alternate: 

wh 

bk 

gr 

To any existing 120V 
single phase 15 or 30A 
outlet circuit 

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 

Typical Equipment List 

The particular manufactur~rs in the following list make UL-approved electrical equipment. 
Equipment from any manufacturer may be used, as long as it meets UL specs , and is made to NEMA 
specs. 
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Transmitter 

C~x to ano t her coupler 
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Description of Installation 
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The sketch above depicts a typical installation of electrical outlets and c i rcuit breaker 
for a single transmitter installation , requiring a single-phase , grounded outlet to supply power 
to the transmitter , and a three-phase outlet for connecting the coupling and matching unit . 
Outlets and the circuit breaker are installed in appropriate electrical boxes . Mechanical con
nectors between boxes should utilize either electrical thinwall tubing with appropriate end fit
tings , or ½-inch e l ectrical conduit with threaded ends . Electrical lock nuts and protective 
fibre or plastic bushings should be used inside the boxes. The boxes should be firmly attached 
to the wall , using concrete nails , expansion bolts, ,,r "molly's" as appropriate for t he particu
lar kind of wall . Internal wiring should use sinqlu •~•)r,c.luctor electrical wire of the appropriate 
color as shown on the electrical diagrams . The cable bet.ween the coupling and matchine unit , 
and the cap plug should be a jacketed cable of the appropriate number and color of conductors , 
and should preferably be of stranded conductor corcstruction. 

r uv . 10 . 75 

LPB Inc 
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Fraze, , Pa. 19355 
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LPB TECH NOTE # 7 

CAMPUS RADIO - -- FM or AM 

Establishing a broadcast staLion on the campus means choosing between 10-watt Educational 
FM and campus-limited AM . The decision is too often based upon inadequate information, since 
Educational FM is more widely known , and AM campus-limited or carrier current suffers from bad 
publicity . This note presents some of the considerations so that you may consider which , sys
tems , or if both, are best for your situation . 

THE OUTLOOK FOR AM OPERATION 

Educational FM is an F.c .c. licensed broadcast service, and is available only if a fre
quency is open in your area . To determine this , and to establish to the F.C . C. that the addi
tion of your proposed FM station will not result in interference to those already operating. 
your first step will be to retain a qualified broadcast consultant . Expect his bill to be 
more-or- less a thousand dollars, but it will be well spent . If you are in a major metropolitan 
area it is very unlikely that even the cleverest consultant will be able to find you a frequency. 

If your consultant is satisfied that a frequency is available, he completes your applica
tion for a Construction Permit, specifying transmitter make, power location , and antenna details . 
lf the F .C. C. accepts all his information as submitted, you may expect to receive your Construc
tion Permit in about 90 days . Then, and not before because you did not have a frequency assigned, 
you can order the transmitter , transmission line , antenna and tower . Expect this to cost from 
t wo to five thousand, depending upon the transmitter you choose and your antenna configuration . 
Plan on a three-month delivery time , since these are not production line items and your crystal 
will have to be aged by the manufacturer to meet specifications. Installation of the equipment 
shouldn ' t take long , and then you may advise the F . c .c. Lhat you are ready to go and request 
program authorization, which should be promptly forthcoming. This timetable is probably a fac
tor in your decision. 

Your 10-watt Educational FM station will provide broadcast coverage of all listeners within 
a few miles radius . Just how far depends upon the antenna choice and height combined wilh con
ditions of local topography and soil conductivity . Your consultant can tell you more about this. 
Higher power levels than 10 watts increase this radius of listenership. Most students have FM 
receivers in their rooms , so count them in . What will worry your school administration , who 
~ sign for the PM license, is what kind of program material you will broadcasL Lo the nearby 
population . No college president or board of trustees can afford to overlook your potential 
for the presentation of one-sided or argumentative material . Nor can any college PR man long 
overlook what he could do with an FM station. All of this spells the possibility of faculty 
control, a great deal of caution, or even their refusal to go along with your FM station at all . 
But perhaps you have been operating a campus-limited station for a few years and have demonstra
ted it to be a responsible operation on the campus. That history can go a long way . And , by 
the way, it is our experience that the vast majority of campus stations are responsible operations. 

The Commission and the trustees may let you have your Educational FM operation, and may 
even scrape up the few thousand dollars for the consultant and the transmission system. Unless 
you are fortunate to already have good broadcast studio facilities , plan several thousand more 
here . Five thousand is quite minimum; ten to fifteen more typical but not really elaborate . 
An FM studio complement can only cost more than AM, simply because you cannot "make do" when you 
have to pass an annual proof of perfor;;;;:;;;e test . Do not forget the annual operating budget; it 
is usually higher than you think! As an Educational FM ' er you have no advertising income possi
bilities. This loss of advertising is probably more important a loss of something else than the 
cash . That something else is the all-too-frequently-forgotten training value that accompanies 
it. The sale and production of advertising is an important element of training for the real 
world of commercial broadcasting . In Educational FM, it isn ' t there. And when you sell spots to 
an advertiser he expects you t o deliver for him; that is a monkey on your back to produce when 
and how promised . That is also real world training value not present in ~ducational FM . 
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Certain minimum hours of operation and regularity throughout the calendar year ar~ also 
a part of the licensed station requirement, although the Commission has granted numerous waivers 
regarding these points to accommodate the vacation schedules of colleges . 

One should also consider the future prospects of any new venture. For a 10-wa: t Educational 
FM station , the future may offer possibilities of power increases and upgrading to stereo opera
tion . Most stations do not consider the added costs of stereo worthwhile until about 500 watts 
is reached, but this future power increase is again dependent upon non-interference with other 
broadcasters. If this type of growth is a possibility in your future , make sure that the 10-watt 
transmitter you buy has the specs and the F.c .c. type approval for later use in stereo and as an 
e xciter for a higher power final power amplifier stage . Some do not qualify on this score, and 
not just the cheaper ones . 

THE PROSPECT FOR AM CARRIER CURRENT 

Turning to a more direct look at campus- limited carrier current AM, recognize first that 
this is an unlicensed service ..• no application fonns and no wait for F.C.C. approval . Part 
15. 7 of the F.c.c. Rules and Regulations requires only that your system does not interfere with 
a licensed broadcaster and that you observe certain limits of radiated signal strength. Satisfy 
these requirements and the local F.c.c. men will never care about you . 

Carrier current universally suffers from lack of understanding. Understanding about what 
it can accompl ish and about the art and technology of how to engineer it correctly is often 
sadly l acking. Typical is the college that has witnessed a succession of "experts" over the 
years, each having spent a significant sum of money on building equipment which has ended up 
with an unworkable or unacceptable broadcast system. These "experts" may have been very capable 
people , but they simply did not have the advantage of the needed background in the art of car
rier current systems . Many competent commercial broadcast engineers have fallen into this same 
trap . 

Broadcast coverage with a carrier current AM system will be limited to the buildings you 
choose, usually dorms . This means several differences in management and programming compared to 
Educational FM . Your college PR man and college administration just lost interest and turned 
over the policy making and monitoring to the student station management . Your programming is 
now governed only by what the student body is interested in hearing, with no concessions needed 
for the local population . 

We have seen a large number of colleges give up carrier current AM for Educational FM , only 
to later re-open the carrier current operation as a training ground for the FM station as well 
as for that uniquely campus- oriented programming capability . The AM station thus has a unique 
purpose on the campus and serves as an invaluable base for training personnel before turning 
them loose on the public via FM. 

In carrier current AM the transmission costs are totally dependent upon the campus situation. 
Figur e on an outside cost averaging $350 per building to be broadcast to . The "entry fee" for 
the AM studio equipment is more favorable since the station can readily begin by utilizing a 
minirn\llJ\ collection of borrowed and makeshift equipment that would not have met the required FM 
proof of performance or the broadcasting quality that you would want for AM. This is excellent, 
for it allows a minimum total investment beginning upon which the value of the operation to the 
college communi ty can be established before spending large sums on equipment that will be use
less should the station prove of little or no value . Once the value of the station is demon
strated, there is nothing like this.success to produce a flow of money for decent studio equipment. 

There is also nothing like advertising to produce a large part of the annual operating budget. 
Advertising income from local advertising sales is limited only by your imagination and sal es ef
fort. Most carrier current stations provide their advertising sales people with incentive in the 
form of a commission from sales. The fact that AM can have this advertising maJ<es it a training 
ground for commercial radio broadcast of which there is no other equal . Many carrier cu.rrent sta
tions bring in ten thousand per year from local advertising time sales . 
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We have pointed out that the programming formats of the AM and FM stations will differ , at 
least in part . This allows some simulcasting and some separate programming . Hours of operation 
for the campus-limited station can be anything from a few hours per day to continuous, depending 
upon available taJ.ent and interest . Many carrier current stations do provide 24 hour service to 
the community , either by rebroadcasting the material of a suitable commercial station when not 
locally originating , or by adding a minimal automation system for after-hours operation. 

SUMMARY 

This brief review of the considerations of FM vs. AM is complimentary of both, recognizing 
that they have d:i.Eferences . It is clear that AM is probably quicker, easier and cheaper . It is 
also clear that AM is t.he most logical place to start, and that Educational FM is the growth dir
ection to expect after the carrier current operation has been proven and stabilized. 

Whatever your particular situation dictates, AM or FM, we at LPB offer you our background 
in educational radio for whatever assistance you wish. 

Dec . 1975 

@ 

LPB LPB Inc. 
520 Lincoln Highway 

Frazer, Pa. 19355 
(215) 644-1123 
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LPB TECH NOTE *a 

AUDIO LINES FOR COLLEGE STATIONS 

Audio lines, or phone lines, are an everyday part of the operation of every college stat ion , 
yet constant problems exist in their understanding, selection and use. This Tech Note will pre
sent an introduction to some of the considerations . 

LINE QUALITY 

Audio lines are used in the college station to bring in remote broadcast s from away sports 
events , and to provide an interconnect between the control room a nd the transmitter. Carrier 
current stations, with audio lines to each of their several satelite transmitters, are particu
larly concerned with the cost and value received from these circui t s . The following comments 
are particularly applicable to lines o n long-term lease by the college station, often called 
dedicated lines . 

Dedicated audio lines are available to meet a number of transmission quality speci fica-
tions , described as the class or rate of the line. Perhaps the most common a.re: 

c lass 6003 ±. ldB from 200Hz to 3 , SOOHz 
class 6005 ± ldB from lOOHz to S,OOOHz 
class 6007 :t ldB from SOHz to 8 ,000Hz 
class 6009 ± ldB from SOHz to 15 , OOOHz 

These quoted class designations a.re peculiar to lines leased for continuous service . Different 
designators would apply to lines of similar specification rented for short-term use. The spec
ification is a minimum quality guarantee . If you ask for a 6007 line from the studio in the 
student center to a transmitter in a dorm across the campus, the phone company will dedicate a 
phone pair from the campus telephone service for this and will send out a crew to measure its 
performance. If t hey find it meets 6007 specifications without need for equalization equipment , 
your station gets the line for about $24 per month plus a $30 installation fee if you are a li
censed station (see further discussion of this point below). The total length of wire in this 
on- campus audio pair may only be a few thousand feet. It should be no surprise if such a line 
needs no equalization to be good to SkHz. Suppose you had ordered a 6003 line, at $10 per month 
plus a $15 installation fee, and spent 30 minutes of your own time checking frequency response . 
One of t hese three alternat ives would result: 

1. You found it really meets 6007 or better specs . Odds for this are excellent 
for an on-ca.mpus run. Savings is $168 per year plus $15 installation per 
audio line. 

2 , You find the line does not meet your desired spec , so spend another 30 min
utes with a few dollars worth of small parts to equalize the line to meet 
your needs . Same savings, Or , 

3 . You f i nd the line does not meet your desired spec, so called back the phone 
company to revise the o rder to 6007. This costs you 30 minutes and $15 more 
than if you had ordered the 6007 line at the beginning, but the difference 
is ncm you kno1,; you need to pay the added price. 

LINE COSTS 

We have referenced some costs, and now we are getting to one of the punch lines in this 
phone l ine business. Note the reference to $24 per month for a 6007 line IF you are a li
censed station . A (licensed) educational FM station is considered to engage in interstate 
commerce , hence is subject to standard interstate tariffs on file with the F .C. C. and the 
I .C.C. Even so , on the same premises (campus) the rate between different bui ldi ngs may be 
lower than the rate between buildings on different premises (off- campus fraternity) . For 
the carrier current (UNlicensed) station the rates may be expected to be even lower, because 
this station is obviously engaged only in intrastate commerce; the F .C.C . /1.C .C. interstate 
tariffs no longer apply. What does apply is an intrastate tariff which is non-standard, but 
is guaranteed to be substantially below the interstate. 
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If yours is a carrier current station , the heart of your problem is simply that of being 
billed under the appropriate tariff. Very naturally the member of your sLaff who calls the 
phone company to order a line will identify himself with " .•. radio station WXXX at Brown Col
lege ..• ", hence it should be no surprise that the phone company personnel identify WXXX with 
the interstate tariff . These people are not knowledgeable of carrier current radio, and by 
the basic nature of your identification you have, unintentionally, misdirected them . Prop
erly, carrier current stations are subject to something usually termed Private Channels £01 

Music Transmission in Connection with Sound Recording or Loudspeakers. 

This is under the intrastate tariff which is probably based upon airline mileage between 
end points , with another reduced on premises rate. vn1ile variable from state to state and 
phone company to phone company , the intrastate rates are universally more favorable to the 
budget of the carrier current station. If your station is being billed under the higher in
terstate tariff, it would not be correct to blame the telephone company. You are a rare type 
of user with whom they are not immediately familiar, especially when you identify yourself in 
the manner of a licensed radio station. 

LINE REQUIREMENTS 

If a college radio station is both licensed educational FM and carrier current AM, the 
appropriate rate for each line must be based upon what that particular line is used for . 

You can see that a carrier current station with several transmitters can save a lot of 
money being sure that it is billed at the correct rate and that it buys no more expensive 
lines than are needed. For AM carrier current , what frequency response is worth paying for? 
Sorry hi-fi fans , but anything beyond the 6005 line is a waste of money. The FM station , how
ever, can j ustify t he 15kHz response of a 6009 line. 

When an audio line is required, the best approach is to locate the technical man in the 
phone company who is cognizant of this specialty area. Ask for the engineer who handles "radio 
loops," and don ' t be too discouraged when the first six persons you are directed to clearly do 
not have the least bit of understanding what you are talking about! Suddenly the right person 
will fall out if you shake hard enough . This can be very rewarding, for stating what your end 
point requirements are will invariably allow this person to tell you exactly what the line 
routing will be . This goes a long way toward defining the expected quality before any at
tempts to equalize . Based upon such a discussion, it may be best that you order the cheapest 
line available, which may be an undefined class below that of 6003, and do any needed equal
ization yourself. 

Sometimes this cheapest form of on-campus line is called a DC pair . As the name implies, 
this pair wouid be free of any amplifiers or repeat coils so that it will pass direct current. 
Be aware, however , that sometimes one pays extra for a DC pair , especially if to achieve DC 
continuity takes extra work or special routing on the part of the phone company , or if you are 
going to use it for control of the transmitter in addition to program transmission. Dual func
tion use of a pair increases the applicable tariff. 

EQUALIZATION 

Equalization is the modification of the electricai vs . frequency properties of an audio 
pair to improve the high frequency transmission. Shunt capacity is the p roperty of the line 
which causes loss of highs. An example is a 4 mile loop (2 miles between end points) which, 
when terminated with matching 600 ohm impedances at both source and load, would typically 
display 6dB loss at mid- band (lkHz). It would be expected to display 9dB loss at only 1. 5 
kHz, hence .is down 3dB at l. 5kHz. 

Perhaps the simplest available form of equalization would be to match the source and 
load both at 150 ohms . This reduces the shunt capacity effect and moves the -3dB point out 
to about 3 . 5kHz. Just changing the termination to 150 ohms is the first step in simple 
equalization to reduce the effects of cable shunt C. The phone company does this by insert
ing repeat coils at either end. These are simply 4:1 transformers to reduce the drive and 
loading impedances from 600 to 150 ohms. 
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The next step the phone company would take is to add 88mHy series inductors at about 
6,000 foot intervals along the cable to cancel the capacity . In the case of 6007 and 6009 
lines , smaller inductors of about 5.SmHy would be added at intervals of about 3,000 feet . 
As users we have no such access to the cable, other than at end points . 

While it is not the objective of this note to present a complete discussion of equal
ization , the following passive equalizer circuit is one that may be added to the load end 
of the audio pair: 

500 .r.. 

2.5 mhy 0.1 mfd. 

This equalizer is designed to maintain good response out to about 8kHz . This is accomplished 
by adding mid- band attenuation to bring down the mid-band response to equal that of the high 
e nd . This means that all passive equalizers, of necessity, increase overall line losses . Be 
sure the equipment on the other end of your audio line has the reserve gain to be able to work 
with the added loss. 

The pr ocedure for adjusting the equalizer is quite simply as follows: 1) Set Rat max
imum . 2) Place an isolation pad of at least 6dB between the drive source and the line input 
to eliminate any erroneous readings due to line impedance vs . frequency effects . 3) Measure 
the line loss at 8k.Hz. 4) Set the generator to lkHz. 5) Adjust R for the same lkHz loss as 
measured at BkHz. 

INPUT LEVELS 

The standard input level to audio pairs is +8dBm (6 . 3mW of sine wave power or 1.94v RMS) 

at the input connection point . In almost all broadcast audio consoles this corresponds to the 
VU meter reading 0 VU . Beyond this input level one must expect crosstalk into other pairs in 
the same cable . Even at +8dBm cr osstalk is sometimes experienced on non-equalized pairs (the 
mid- band is not attenuated , as described above), hence input levels must be reduced, perhaps 
to as low as 0dBm. 

PRESERVATION OF THE PAIR 

How many college stations have returned from summer vacation to find no audio pair re
maining between the studio and their transmitters\ The problem is simple; idle circuits were 
presumed by the phone company technician to be no longer in use and were disconnected for 
other r equirements . The solutions are also simple: l) Never leave a line unterminated, al
ways connect a l0K ohm resistor across the load end so that you and the phone company "find 
something there " and can make continuity measurements whenever questions arise . 2) Over the 
SUIIUller months place a 0dBm level of standard tone frequency, say lkHz, on your lines to let 
everyone know they are in service. A one- frequency tone generator for this is a very simple 
project. 

® 
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CONSULTING SERVICES 

for 

LIMITED AREA BROADCASTING 

Why Consulting Services? 

Out of respect for the monetary limitations of our college customers, 
our products are priced with no markup for field assistance . Our instruc
tion manuals, combined with specialized assistance via mail and telephone, 
allow most of our customers to hold cost to a minimum by accomplishing 
their own installation. We are pleased to provide equipment and installa
tion recommendations based upon a review of information describing your 
particular situation. 

Where the area is particularly large or unusually arranged, when im
portant information about the nature of the electrical distribution may be 
unavailable, or when technical time and talent are short, our on-site tech
nical services may be highly desirable. As i s universal to the radio in
dustry, this detailed consulting engineering service is not provided as a 
part of the sale price of the equipment. 

Our Qualifications 

LPB, Inc. is prepared and qualified to provide assistance to any de
sired extent. The talents of our staff include first class commercial radio 
telephone licensees with over twenty-five years of continuous national activ
ity in limited area AM broadcasting. We have provided consulting services to 
many colleges, agencies of the U,S . Government and a host of different types 
of institutions. We have applied over 14,000 pieces of equipment throughout 
the world since 1960. 

What Do You Get? 

A day or t wo of consulting services at your location can provide an 
exacting analysis of equipment requirements and applications as a result of 
actual tests and demonstration transmissions. This also demonstrates the 
quality and uniformity of broadcast signal which the limited area technique 
and our equipment can provide , 
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Frequently , an on-site analysis results in the application of more 
economical equipment than would likely have been suggested from a mail re
view of your requirements. A visit also allows specific training of your 
technical staff about the techniques of limited area broadcasting within 
the framework of your specific situation and requirements. 

Within a few days of our return, we shall furnish you a written re
port of our services and recommendations for your records. 

Costs Invol ved 

Our services are available at $250.00 per man day, plus actual travel 
and living expenses. The daily fee applies for each calendar day of a visit 
to your location and for the necessary travel requiring the absence of our 
engineer from his office. A one-day minimum fee shall apply, Our travel is 
by the most practical means available , and we strive to keep costs to a mini
mum. 

Be aware that we shall expect you to pay for these services promptly 
after the visit because the travel costs and the engineer ' s salary will have 
already been paid by LPB, 

Here ' s What YOU Must Do 

When we visit, we shall bring complete test transmission equipment whose 
performance has been previously measured; hence the results of test applica
tions can be positive recommendations . These tests will require access to 
your AC power distribution panels and power transformers and are best preceded 
by discussions with your electricians about the power systems. Utlizing tape 
recorded program input material, you will hear exactly what broadcasting will 
sound like in your buildings. 

Our visit should be planned to coincide with the time at which prompt 
access is available to your buildings to minimize your expenses . For you to 
derive maximum benefit, your technical staff should also be available for 
assistance and instruction continuously throughout our visit . 

LPB LPB Inc. 
620 L incoln Highway 

Frazer. Pa. 19355 
( 215) 644-1123 
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mode l 

CONSOLES: 
S-9B 
S-12 
S-l3C 
S-l4A 
S-15A 
S-20 
S-21A 
S-218 

AMPl..lFIERS: 
S-IA 
S-2 

L PB BROADCAST EQUIPMENT PRICE LIST 

AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

description 

4-Cbannel Mono Console (add $125 tor step attenuators) 
5-Channel Stereo Console 
8-Channel Mono/Stereo Dual Console 
5-Channel Mono Console 
8-Channel Dual Output Mono Console 
10-Channel Dual Output Stereo Console (add $75 for mono mixdown) 
10-Channel Dual Output Mono Console 
10-Channel Dual Output Mono Console for 10 microphone capability 

11-Chanoel Audio Distribution Amplifier 
Audio Compressor/Limiter Amplifier (specify AM or FM model; add 

$35 for proof-of-performance mod.) 
TRANSCRIPTION EQUIPMENT: 

S-6A Dual Channel/Stereo Turntable Equalizer/Preamplifier, unbalanced output 
S-6AT Dual Channel/Stereo Tw-ntable Equalizer/Prea.mplifier, transformer balanoed 
S-7 12" 3-speed Professional Synchronous Turntable 
S-8A 12" Professional Tone Arm 
S-SAH Extra Head Shell for S-8A Tone Arm 

STUDIO FURNITURE SYSTEMS: 
dj-5A Single-table quick-assembly system, 56" x 24" top, with turntable cutouts 
dj-10 Modular Stud1o Furniture, purchased separately: 

C-1/S Single Turntable Cabinet, 29" high (if pur chased without turntables, 

R-1 
C-2/S 

add $10 for cutout) 
Riser Base, to make above C-1/S 40" stand-up operation height 
Double Turntable Cabinet, 29" high (if purchased without turntables, 

R-2 Riser Base, to 
add $10 for each cutout) 

make above C-2/S 40" stand-up operation height 
88" x 26" top, with 29" legs T-1/S Console Table, 

T-1/H Console Table, 8811 x 26" top, with 40" legs for stand-up operation 
66" x 26" top, with 29" legs T-2/S Console Table, 

T-2/H Console Table. 66" x 26'' top, with 40'' legs for stand-up operation 
B-1 Equipment Hutch 

CONSOLE ACCESSORIES AND SPARES: 
LM-1 Luxo Spring-Balanced 41" Microphone Boom {specify clamp or flange mount) 
Ul-3 Luxo Spring-Balanced 56" Microphone Boom {specify clamp, flange or wall mtg) 

SA-1 
PIO> 
PIT 
PLA 
PPA 
PVR 

(Special springs available to support heavy microphones; state microphone 
weight when ordering boom) 

WID Peak Audio Level Indicator Kit 
Mic rophone Preamplifier plug-in !or consoles 
Ulgh Level Input Transformer plug-in for consoles 
Line Output Amplifier plug-in for consoles 
Powe:r Amplifier (Monitor or Cue) plug-in tor consoles 
Voltage Regulator plug-in for consoles 
Plat rate repair char1te for any console plug-Lo 

BROADCAST TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT 

AM CARRIER CURRENT TRANSMISSION EQOIPllENT: 
2-20 Carrier Current Transmission System, TX2-20 Transmitter and T-8 Power 

LA2-20 

T-lA 
T-1S 
T-8 

Line Interface Unit (specify required operating frequency) 
Carrier Current Linear RF Amplifier System, LA2-20 Linear Amplitier and 

T-8 Power Line Interface (specify required operating frequency) 
Power Splitter (specify number of outputs, 2 tbru 5 available) 
Power Splitter, special with any ordered output ratios 
Power Line Interface 
RF Patch Cable, 3' RG-58/U with PL-259 connectors both ends 

lIDUCATIONAL FM BROADCAST EQUIPMENT: 
fil-lOSS 10-watt Educational FM Transmitter, solid staio 
FM-1 OSS Fl! Exciter (only) 
772 Stereo Generator for use with FM-lOSS Transmitter or Exciter 
EXFM-X Low Power Educational FM Antenna, horiz. or circular polarization, per bay 

TERMS OF SALE 

1 liluch 1977 
(•rev. 10/77) 

price 

$ 745.00 
2,375.00 
3,695 . 00 
1,675 . 00 
2,595.00 
4,395.00 
3,395 . 00 
3,495.00 

$ 3ti5. 00 
375 . 00 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

160.00• 
185.00+ 
254.00 
65,00 
5.00 

200 , 00• 

190.00 

35.00 
290.00 

65.00 
160.00 
190 , 00 
130.00 
160. 00 
160.00 

33.00 
33.00 

30,00 
75 . 00 
3(>.00 
75.00 
55.00 
35.00 
15. 00 

750.00 

625.00• 

35 , 00 
50,00 

125.00 
5.00 

2,490 , 00• 
2,195.00• 

895.00• 
225.00 

Open account ~vailable to well-rated customers. Full remittance due wtthin 30 days of shipment, add 
1.5% per month service charge thereafter. Orders under $25 must be prepaid or authorized COO shipment, 
o therwise n $5 handling charge will be applied to billing. Prices subject to change without notice. 

GUARANTEE 

l.PB guarantees your complete satisfaction with our products and will perform any required repairs wl~h
out charge for a period of one year after delivery. 

lP8 Inc. 
520 Unc:oln Highwoy 

Frut<. l'e. 193S5 
(215) 644-1123 
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